A duality is established between left and right ideals of a finite dimensional Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality a left ideal ᑣ and a right ideal J correspond then ᑣ is the left annihilator of J and J the right annihilator of ᑣ. Another duality is established for two-sided ideals of the Grassmann algebra where two ideals that correspond are annihilators of each other. The dual of the principal ideal generated by an exterior 2-form is completely determined. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION

Ž
. In a finite dimensional Grassmann algebra we define the left right Ž . annihilator of a right left ideal as the set of elements whose products on Ž . Ž . the left right with elements of the ideal are zero and it is a left right ideal. Theorem 1.1.5 establishes a duality between left and right ideals of the Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality a left ideal ᑣ and a right ideal J correspond then ᑣ is the left annihilator of J and J is the right annihilator of ᑣ. We define the annihilator of a two-sided ideal to be the intersection of its left and right annihilators and it is a two-sided ideal. Theorem 1.2.3 establishes a duality between two-sided ideals of the Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality two ideals correspond then they are annihilators of one another. We define an ideal to be proper if its left and right annihilators coincide and are equal to its annihilator and prove that a homogeneous ideal is proper.
Ž . A knowledge of the annihilator K ᑣ of an ideal ᑣ enables us to characterize ᑣ by means of exterior equations. If k . . . k are generators 1 r Ž . Ä < 4 for K ᑣ then ᑣ s g HV n k s иии s n k s 0 . For this reason dent set of vectors in the underlying vector space and relate it to the factorization problem of an exterior form into a wedge product of k vectors and an exterior form. The second section of the paper is devoted to the determination of the annihilator of the principal ideal generated by an exterior 2-form. As a consequence given a 2-form and a form , we obtain a system of exterior equations whose satisfaction by is a necessary and sufficient condition for to factor into s n for some exterior form . The global version of this factorization problem is briefly discussed.
ANNIHILATORS OF IDEALS IN THE GRASSMANN ALGEBRA
Left and Right Annihilators
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a ground field k with dual space V * and HV s [ ideal J is analogously defined and is a right ideal.
Left and right duality operators. Let x g HV and L : HV ª HV
x be left multiplication by x and ␦ L : H*V ª H*V be its dual and let
. . , e is the basis for V, e , . . . , e the dual basis for H*V,
L Ž for H*V and if ⍀ s e n иии n e , it can be verified that ) e n
e n иии n e , where j j . . . j is the set
is thus an isomorphism. We can also define the right duality operator ) R using the right multiplication R instead of L and
R Ž obtain analogous equations: u, ) x s u n x, ⍀ and ) e n иии n
e n иии n e , where s j . . . j i . . . i is a permuta-
Ž . p Ž n y p . tion of 1 2 . . . n . We note that sgn s y1 sgn and hence if ⑀ :
HVªHV is the automorphism of HV defined by ⑀ s y1
Proof. Let i: ᑣ ; HV and j: K ᑣ ; HV be the inclusions and i*:
is an isomorphism and i* is onto it follows that and express u n x s Ý e n иии n e . Since u n x / 0 it follows that
be the set of comple-
mentary indices and s e n иии n e . Then y s x n g ᑣ since ᑣ is a 
Ž . ᑣ, which proves both i and the second diagram in iii . 
. The Annihilator of a Two-Sided Ideal
From now onward when we say ideal we shall mean a two-sided ideal. Ž Ž .. sion trivially holds, and hence we have equality, i.e., K K ᑣ s ᑣ.
THEOREM. There exists a duality among ideals of the Grassmann algebra. Two ideals that correspond under this duality are annihilators of each other.
Proof. Let S be the set of ideals of the Grassmann algebra and define Ž . Ž .
Ž . The annihilator K ᑣ of an ideal ᑣ will be called the dual ideal of ᑣ. This is not to be confused with the vector space dual ᑣ* of ᑣ.
1.2.5. OBSERVATION. A necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal Ž . Ž . ᑣ to be proper is that the automorphism
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1.1.6. ᑣq ᑣ are also proper and
ᑣ and k n s 0 and similarly k n s 0. Hence k n s 0 and thus
Ž . Ž . ᑣ by K ᑣ i s 1, 2 and using Proposition 1.2.2 we obtain ᑣ q ᑣ :
Ž . and taking K of both sides yield ii .
1.2.8. OBSERVATION. If an ideal ᑣ is multiplicatively generated by ev Ž .
Ž . HV and thus k g K ᑣ . Hence K ᑣ : K ᑣ and the reverse inclu-R L R sion symmetrically follows.
LEMMA. A homogeneous ideal is proper and its dual ideal is also homogeneous and proper.
Proof. Let ᑣ be a homogeneous ideal. Then ᑣ s [ n ᑣ , where 
nation of K ᑣ may be a formidable problem, as we shall see in Section 2.
Proof. Let U be a complementary subspace in V to the 1-dimensional f Ž . subspace generated by x. There is an isomorphism, HU ª x given by Ž .
wŽ .x Ž . dim x and thus K x s x . 
Proof. Let U be a complementary subspace in V to the k-dimensional subspace generated by x , . . . , x . Then there is an isomorphism,
HVsHU[ x nиии n x and hence dim x n иии n x s 2 y 2 . Let be an exterior 2-form in V. Since g H V , it follows from Ž . Observation 1.2.8 that the principal ideal generated by is a proper ideal.
Ž .
The Ideal
Ž .
Suppose rank s 2 s. Then there exists a linearly independent set Ä 4 x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y of vectors in V such that s x n y q иии qx n y .
Ž . y n q s q n y s 0 and
2 y s y2 n s y 2 x n y n x n y . Take all possible partitions
, for all 0 F r F sr2 and let be the homogeneous ideal sy2 r Ž . Ž . multiplicatively generated by generators g s y n y
wŽ .x Lemma 1.2.9. Also, : K .
LEMMA. E¨ery element g has an expression of the form
Proof. Every element g by definition has an expression s Ž . Ž . Ý a ng nb, a ,b gH V ; g s y n y nиии n
hence a n g n b s a n b X n g . Putting s a n b X yields the re-
Equi¨alence classes of generators
We define an equivalence relation on the set of generators. Let g s ␣ Ž . Ž . Ž . y n y nиии n y n¨n иии n¨and g s
y n y n иии n y n u n иии n u be two Ž . ⌬,, . . . ,¨be an equivalence class and let u be the comple-
generators. Then g ; g iff r s t, i j иии i j is a permutation of
k k k k 1 2 s y 2 r j Ä 4 Ä 4 Ä 4Ž . ment of¨in the set x , y , i.e.,¨, u s x , y 1 F j F s y 2 r . k k k k k k k j j j j j j j Ž . Then ⌬ u , u , . . . , u is called the ''dual'' class of k k k 1 2 s y 2 r Ž . ⌬,, . . . ,¨. k k k 1 2 s y 2 r Ž .
LEMMA. Let g and g be two generators for . If their
␣ ␤ equi¨alence classes are not dual then g n g s 0.
␣ ␤
Proof. Since g and g do not belong to dual equivalence classes there
Ž . g ng contains x n y s yx n as a factor. If g has
either x or y at the k th-place then g n g contains the wedge
product of this with x n , which is zero and hence g n g s 0. So let
Ž us assume WLG that there exists k / k such that g contains y
. Ž . as a factor. Then g n g contains yx n n y s
x n n as a factor, which would be zero if k s k . We thus
Continuing in this manner, we find 1 2 3 either that g n g s 0 or that there exist distinct integers k , k , k , . . . 
Since B is nonsingular, it follows that u is a linearly independent set i and hence is a basis for U*. Thus is an isomorphism.
be a 4 n-dimensional Ž . and thus ␣ is an isomorphism by Eq. 2 . Hence K T s 0.
In the following proposition we 
. g s y n иии n y n␣
Ž . , hence RHS : LHS. Ž . Ž Ž .. Conversely, let g g l K . By Lemma 2.2.1 we can write g s a n g s a n g .
Fix an equivalence class ⌬¨,¨, . . . ,¨of generators and let
be the ''dual'' equivalence class and let g g
2 r Ä Ž 1FjF2 r. Let T be the subspace of H W generated by y and g s t n u n иии n u for some t , t g T. Define ⍀Ј s␤
. n nиии n . Then g n g s t n t n ⍀Ј and define ⍀Љ
s . x n y n иии n x n y s . n n иии n . Then t n t s
Ž . n ⍀Љ for unique integers n . The matrix n is non-singular by
Lemma 2.2.6. Define ⍀ s ⍀Ј n ⍀Љ s x n y n иии n x n y s n
Since the matrix n is non-singular, we deduce that a n ⍀ s 0 ᭙ g g ␣␤ ␣ ␣ Ž . ⌬,, . . . ,¨, i.e., a n x n y n иии n x n y s 0. It follows
from Proposition 1.2.13 that a s a n x q a X n y q иии qa n
x q a n y . Then a n g s a n x q a n y q иии qa n
ny n y nиии n y n¨n иии n¨.
Ž . Take the term x n y n иии n y n¨n иии n
and assume WLG that k s 1. Ei-
ther¨s x , in which case the term is zero or¨s y and the term
and the
term equals x n y n иии n y n¨n иии n¨s
q ииииии q m H U and similar for the other terms.
1 m s m 1 1 This shows that a n g g RHS and hence that g g RHS and this shows 
q n s n and n s n
n s n n and thus s n q n
Ž . Thus s n q n x n q n y n q n n . g By using the duality between and ideal and its annihilator, we can also state Theorem 2.3.3 in an equivalent form.
wŽ .x Ž . 2.3.3. THEOREM*. K s .
Ž .
w Ž .x Proof. Clearly : K .
Ž . The converse will be proved by induction on s s rank . For s s 1, Ž . Ž . wŽ .x wŽ .x s x n y and s x, y s K x n y s K . Let s ) 1 and as-Ž . sume the induction hypothesis for s y 1 . Let s x n y q иии qx n y , 
